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Broadway Oyster Bar
"New Orleans Ambience"

by GW Fins

+1 314 621 8811

Broadway Oyster Bar exudes a vibe reminiscent of New Orleans' French
Quarter. The 150-year-old building that it calls home is a community
gathering spot and has been a party destination for patrons and visitors to
the city. Enjoy entertaining live performances by local and national bands
that represent the funk, blues, reggae and rock genres. The menu features
traditional Cajun and Creole specialties including po'boys, muffuletta,
fresh oysters, jambalaya, crawfish, gumbo and fried alligator. Select a
table at the outdoor patio where a laid-back atmosphere is met with a
nostalgic Louisianan ambiance and high spirits.
www.broadwayoysterbar.com/

736 South Broadway, St. Louis MO

Peacemaker Lobster & Crab
"Acadian Seafood Delights"

by Muffet

+1 314 772 8858

If you are in the mood for some hearty seafood delicacies, Peacemaker
Lobster & Crab is the place to go to. From lobster rolls and raw bar items
to Steamed Maryland Crabs and Buffalo Crawfish Poorboys, the menu
shows an obvious influence of the cuisine found in the Gulf coast and the
Northeast coastline. Located in a charming brick building, the restaurant is
known for its fresh raw bar offerings which are brought n fresh from the
Atlantic and the Gulf. A number of zippy cocktails and beers are served at
the restaurant's bar. The interior of the restaurant is just as enchanting as
the outside with whitewashed brick walls, overhanging lamps in the shape
of clam buckets, cozy booths and framed photographs on the walls. All in
all, this is the perfect spot to meet up with friends or go for a family meal.
www.peacemakerlobstercrab.com/s
t-louis/

1831 Sidney Street, St. Louis MO
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